
The Smoking Guns 
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A/
twPho years a guilty Nixon, aided, abetted, egged-on, field-marshalled 

and pepped up by a staff that shared a variety of his guilts had fought a rear-guard 

action.Re had escaped impeachaent. He had escaped much more, depending on the time. 

At the beginning, based entirely on the lie that for two years, until this writing, was 

unexposed, he escaped any retribution of any kind. He was re-elected by a sensational 

margin in premier votes. He won in every state except Massassachussetts and the Dostrict 

of C4umbia. lie did much ebtter than his party, from which he had virtually divorced 

himself. 

In this exceptional accomplishment mode possible only by the abidcation of all 

the institutions we believe protect society he added a new word to the language, 

"stonewalling." It does not have the connotation school children give the nickname of 

the Civil War general who stood and fought like a stone wall stands and resists. It 

comes from Nixon's tapes, the meaning given to a combination of dishonesties and 

dte determination beginning with lies that were only too often criminal lie, perjury, 

and of which those responsible for these lies, where they sere criminal, also were 

criminals, havine :suborned eerjury. 

The 14ixon gangcouldn't even tell the truth with their lingo for pretending to, 

"hangout." Would they go "the hangout route," they would sometimes ask each other, for 

all the world as though they dared tell any appreciable part of the truth. In this 

they meant make the pretense of telling the truth but letter lies that sounded like 

truth blended witl a little distorted fact "hang out" ane be seen. exxtkagamereAkage 

is own tapes show that it was not long before Nixon and company decided it was toe late 

to "take the hangout route." As they used the prhaae it is a rough equivalent of 

indecent exposure. 



That his ultieete fall — be resigned August 8, 1974 — took so long is a condemna-

tion of all the protections of scoeity for their combined inadequacies and failures 

as it is an endorsement of the one quality in which iiixon could really boast accbmplish-

went and achievement, the black arts and dishonesties. 

As his entire life was built upon nothing by competence in crookedness and the 

assortment of dishonesties which injected him into and enabled him to rise in poli-

tical life,  so also was his survival in the Presidency entirely attributable to the 

most complete lack of conscience and scruple ever come to light about any American 

political figure. 

The most comprehensible proof of this is in those very transcripts, cookdd 

and crooked as they were, of his own tapes, the smallest fraction of which only came 

to light. No man has ever been as thoroughly self—condemned. 

Excel1 as Nixon did in all that is condemnable in a man and a public figure, 

his two years of unimpeachment would have been ;din impossible if he had not surrounded 

himself with a collection of the like—minded who shared his determination and because, 

in varying degrees, they became part of his catalogue of crimes and each had the 

xompulsion to stand by him not only in loyalty but from need, the need to excape jail. 

One of the pervading qualities, other than dishonesty, of this gang he collected 

is that without notable exception they all believed in an authoritarian scoeity with 

him their substitute for and equivalent of der fuehrer. It was more than the equivalent 

of a monarchy. It was much closer to an American variant of fascism, as much as law, 

practise and the United resistance they net permitted. Congress would enact laws and 

Nixon and his gang would violate them with impunity. For each illegality he had a high—

blown description that converted it into what his fol-_owing could consider principle. 

money would be voted for the needs of the poor and he would not permit it to be spent 

in the interest of the economy while he personally raided the Treasury as it had never 

before been done. lie spent more in needless trabel, as though to escape the ghosts he 

saw in the White House, than it eould have cost to build many schools, schools that 

were not built. He demanded and got new airpanes and helicopters for which there was 
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no need. Not even to escape the ghosts of presidents past did he need this aviation. 

It was mere indulgence of authoritarian whim. Re was a dictator and anything he wanted 

was his merely because he was a dictator. 

The tapes revela that he and his gang referred to him not as the President but 

in terms of the insttiution, the Presidency. This sick man, this crook, this keeiretpimr 

bankrupter of a wealthy land, this incompetent who presided over disasters that will 

lingor for years, this wan whose only accomplishments are the direct result of his 

stopping making what was possible impossible, became in his mind said in taximetakex 

the eindeof the felons of greater or lesser felonriy with whom he surrounded himself 

the symbol of the national heritage and it is by this concert that he a,n . they were 

able to avoid facing the evil they initiated, perpetuated and shared. 

It was all so sick, so authoritarian, so anti-American. And costly far into 

the future, if not in perpetuity. 

It was possible cause even the brave were cowards, because all the protective 

mechanisms failed. 

When in the end he fell - still uniepeached - it was his own doing, the 

inevitable consequence of his own criminality, his own lies, his own lack of real 

competence. 

His won insecurity, too. Were hehet a man who could never bring himself to let 

himself recognize that he could err, were he not the creature of this sickness: of the 

mind that demanded of him that he constantly assure himself that he really was 

something, he had an alternative and he might well have pulled it off. 

aut he was insecure, he did fear, and he did not dare take the risk all ueasures, 

all polls, told him was a safe risk. 'f he had told any acceptable but severely limited 

part of the trath to begin .ith he could have gotten away with it. 

Ifhe had tkane taken tho "hangout route" and made slight confessions with 

regret he could Wive gotten away with it. lie "stonewalled" and in the end he was up 

against that wall, 

It took a long time. Many factors and people contributed to it. The trigger, the 

single adt ofa 'person of most consequence in it may never be identified. Itmay be 



that is iiceord had not come to believe his own lawyer was screwing him and part of a 

plot to blamehis beloved CIA for Nixon's crimes ucCord would not have written the 

letter to Judge Sirica that was a hole in Nixon's stone wall. It is even more probable 

that if Nixon were not the cannibal he and his closer advisers were and had nttdecided 

to sacrifice John ilea there might have been a different end. John Dean told a story 

that was truthful if incomplete and did hold up and did lie it the ability oc political 

cowards to be as cowardly as they had been. 

The irnoy here is that the earlier Nixon had condemned the earlier kepublicans 

as cannibals for co suming themselves when they trot caught in more minor crookedness, 

the petty scandals of the Eisnehower administrations, those fancy coats and paid-for 

hotel rooms. Yet he did it himself, for all the world as though he expected the man he 

had been framing from the very first to go quietly and contentedly to the slaughter. 

It is only when Dean had no alternative, facing salughter or confession, that he started 

that marathon confession/exposure that, little as it accomplished and little new that 

it brought to light, gave the Senate Watergate committee not alternative, either. It 

had to explore those of Dean's charges that had been leaked already, those he made 

to it. As we have seen, this was far from all he could have said. Other Senate and 

House committees suppressed other of his not unwilling confessions. 

This strange sickness, the need to feel that he was :somebody and that the whole 

world was wrong while he was right - that he was beset only by enemies - and a consimung 

greed are what in the end did Nixon in. 

There is this Ameriform mnonarchical view of the president, whowever he eay be, 

that keeps the press from calling him a crook if he is a crook and never remembers its 

own exposure of his crookedness when the people vote. Nixon has a clear public record 

of dishonesty with money, had it all his life, and it figured not at all in all the 

exposures off The W,tergate. He robbed the Treasury regularly. 'e violated the law to 

keep the gifts that belonged to the nation that were given to him and his family only 

be cause he was President. Maxine Cheshire in The Washington Post of September 22 and 23, 

1874, had two lengthy and detailed exposures enpkasizing the treasure in jewels alone 

that evenafter he was forced out Nixon was trying to steal, tdth the suppirt of his own 
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appointees still in office who wtoated interpretations of the law so Euch that 

the General Services Administrator, Hugh Scott's gift to the public service, ruled 

that even the list of what Nixon was trying to heist was Nixon's personal property! 

Nig greed ruined Nixon where the forces of honesty and decency lacked thL courage. 

There never was any real investigation. Muce of what could not be avoided was 

suppressed. 14ith mu own experience, this extended even to court records, public evidence, 

what the law calls "public information." Those who might have had the courage and gave 

ample indication of it, were foiled off to begin with. The Rouse Barking and Currency 

Committee was frustrated by Nixon operations, as confessions and evidence before the 

Senate Watergate Ameittee proved. Until there could be a dlEtW7M+WIft+M Senate decision 

on a special investigation, Senator Edward h. (Teddy) Kennedy and his adminietrative 

pfaotises subcommittee, eixtim limited by a small staff and no special appropriation, 

did keep a small investigation going, a sword over Nixon's head. Either or both, had 

the ultimate investigation been theirs, might have done a more thorough job. 

Probably the best job and by far the best exposure was by the house Judiciary 

Committee when it finally, for all the unwieadiness of its 38 members, got around to 

considering Nixon'a impeachment. Yet it never conductedany. investigation!It had a 

large ap9ropriation, a large staff, it worked hard and well, but all it did was aseemble 

and make a case of what had been done by other plus seeding more evidence from Nixon. 

And this is where his greed did him in. 

When the first special prosecutor had soguht evidence from Nixon's stack of it, 

Nixon fired him. It was called "The Saturday Hight Massacre" of October 1973. The 

strone reaction against it hurt Nixon mightilu, but he survived. After this, however, 

nobody dared not press for this same evidence because he who did not sacrificed himself. 

Leon aaworski, the second special prosecutor, and the House Judiciary Committee, both 

subpenaed hit those of Nixon's tapes they could prove in court they required ta and ea= 

were entitled to as a matter of law. 

Why were these tapes around to be subject to subpena? 

Greed, Nixon's greed. They were to be his testimonial to himsiif, the record he 

would corrupt and rewrite into a record of his greatness and sell for millions. 



Literally millions in dollars plus the comfort to the sick mind, the need to feel 

unearned greatness. 

After this unprecedented disgrace, Nixon wound up with Irving Lazar as his literary 

mixt' agent. Lazar expected the bidding for NiX0Al s story— for all the world as though 

pee could expect honesty or confession from him — at $2,000,000. The newspapers areas 

full 	(IMI ketd h/4•Ph fre Oe. full of this beginning 1' k 	( 0- '  j 	L 12, rrt, (Iv 

Only xxx a man consumed by his own greed would not have destroyed all those tapes 

rather than leave them around to become the noose from which he would hung. But not Nixon! 

de kept on making more tapes! The machine ran, the microphones were activated by sound 

so they 'mix" would miss no single word, and all his conspiracies after the fact, after 

his second—stroey men were cuahgt, also would be captured on tape. 

When he recognized that these tapes held proof of guiljs, some of these were erased. 

Others just disappeared. 

It was ail so crazy! But so was Nixon, otherwise all would have been different. 

Imagine a mind so sick it would preserve the saeple we have quoted of only that 
then 

minuscule protion of these tapes that Nixon, by then being pressed to the wall, had to 

release the end of April, 1974! 

Nixon wasn't even a good crook. Ake tried to steal everything. he didn't have the 

sense tm of a common street criminal whose survival instinct tells him to drop the boodle 

when it slows him down, can mean his capture. 

So, incriminating as the crooked versions of the tapes Nixon released were, there 

was still more and because he had not destroyed them all to begin with more than enough 

remined after the mysterious disappearances and the unexplained erasures to be what in 

the House Impeachment inquiry came to be called "the smoking gun." Those who stood by 
in his hand 

Nixon, their political futures demanding it, also demanded a "smoking gun"/a:; proof of 

his crime. 

His greed and popular revulsion and the mietmun survival needs of all others, 

including the Supreme Court he dominated by having appointed four of its nine members, 

ekizinated any alternative to exposure. Not full exposure, but enough. Again he was forced, 

as he had been the end of April, to make the initial release himself to diminsih the 



impact of what was yet to come. :staggering as was the little he let out, it was more 

than enough to forecast greater sensations to come, to eliminate what support he 

still had loft in the House and Senate, and to give him no choice but resignation. 

If he had not quit he'd have been tried and convicted and the prsopecta of his then 
another 

adding m first to the fixstx long list of evils in which he was first among presidents 

-the first president jailed - would have been more probable. 

The developmLnts that led to the end probably started .1?ebruary 25,1974, when 

the House Judiciary Committee made formal demand for tapes of 42 conversations. The 

prosecutor who asks for evidence for a grand jury is bound by secrecy. The house 

was conducting an investigation in public. This meant that if the house obtained, the 

tapes their content would become public. That in time meant Nixon's lute-April release 

of his own perfumed versions. 

But then the grand jury wanted more. Nixon resisted. The issue went to the 

Supreme Court. 4y this time fewer than one in four Americans would record themselves in 

the polls as in any support of the President so overwhelmingly re-elected. If Nixon had 

not obeyed the supreme Court he would, without question, have been impeached* narrowing 

his options and whether nr not ending in his going to jail, ending all the emoluments 

lavished on past presidents, an annual fortune* 

There would have been an uproar without precedent if the Supreme Court had not 

ruled t-u evidence had to be delivered. it in fact voted unanomously against Nixon. 

,f)tc  efAir eve, keez keteetiest 	cri4C7) y 

With no alternative to delivering what wqs ordered to tne grand jury, where it 

would remain secret only until the first trials, then less than two months away, Nixon 

had to run another risk, making some of this evidencepublic in the hope that he could 

get away with another of his endless lies. 

It failed. 

Ordinarily what he was foreced to release, which is far from what was sure to 

emerge in the and, would have required the rewriting of a book like this. 

No president had ever so thoroughly condemned himself0  "o President had even 

so completely proven himself a lair and a man without character and a criminal. Even 



then the internal evidence proved crookedness. The release, presented as complete, 

was incomplete. The number of pages of transcript could not possibly account for the 

elapsed time. 

All of The Watergate and all the suffering and all the future suffering are 

an Ameriform fable of The Emoeror's Clothes,  The touble is that in all of societies 

mechanisms for its own protection there was no little boy to cry "'eked!" 

The last Nixon release was indeed a "smoking gun." 

The fiction is that there was no smoking gun until that release. 

It is fiction. Balsa as it can be. The evidence was there all the time. Only 

nobody had the guts to face it. 

There was terror in the land, all those with real influence terrified. The 

fear was of the people, a false and defamatory allegation that revelation of the truth 

somehow would be beyond the tolerance of the people. 

It was, of course, nonsense. Rether was it the excuse for the fear of those who 

had and failed to use the power they require to preserve a dedent and honest society. 

The people were not afraid. There was no need to conceive them as or treat the 

as children. This was the excuse of those whose two years of abdication made two years 

more of Nixon and the countless added years of the national harvesting els  throne 

thorns it inevitably means. 

In 200 years there is no energeuey to which the people have not risen, none they 

did not meet. This is the American tradition. Soldiers who fought the Revolution 

sinultancouely made they ways home and planted crops so their families might survive. 

Americans then riaked hanging for principle. Even wrong ware the people fought. 

There is, in fact, no people of whom this could not be true. But there never was 

any reason to fear the American people could not face the reality of Nixon and The 

Watergate. 

This was the copout of the abdicated leadership, not of the people. 

And because one of the points this book is intended to make is that in time of 

crises it is the national leadership not the people who fail, there is not only no 
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aced to rewrite around the smoking gun, there is the need to let it bee seen that the 

smoking gun was there all the time. 

All that was new was the inability of natioeal leadership in all its form to 

admit it was there. This meant, really, that it was no longer possible to pretend it 

was not there. it took the form of udmittiag this smoking gun had usddsnly alveared for 

the first time and lo! what had to be done could be done. 

My own wprk had been completed to this point when long before the "smoking run" 

was admitted I had had to lay it aside. The writing was draft .d tbeidetexpedmizx 

through the preeeeding chapter aad the investigation needed had lone since been completed. 

ixemaxkxceezthezdetemeezexaaawsxlinriz4ayexemeasedenzaxbertxuatxtedxallegedxazseselesufx 

Bxeeinetimeiaiheleiiingexelezie 

But I had had to lay it aside for other work.I am and have been the volunteer, unpaid 

investigator for James Earl Ray, the untried accused assassin of Dr. Martin Luther 

King, Jr. Years of effort succeeded on dune 3, when the Supreme Court sepp unheld 

the ordering of the Sixth Cirtuit Court of Appeals, in effect ordering a hearing in 

federal dietriet court to determine whether Ray would at long last receive a trual. 

And then on June 14 the Archivist of the ;hilted States finally capitulated after 

I had been fighting for a suppressed "TOP SECRET" transcript of an executive session 

of the Warren Commission. This transcript and its nasty secrets about the noneinveati- 

Otion of the JFK assassination had to be pusbliehedq  as fast as possible. So, I began 

writing WHITEWASH IV: TOP SECRET JFK ASSASSINATION TRANSCRIPT the day after I received 

this transcript, June 15. Not until the morning of September 24 was it possible to 

begia part-tine completion of the draft of this book. 

By than it appeared to me that one of the essentials of telling the sordid 

story of The Watergate and how for so lonb Nixon was able to escape impeachment is 

to make it clear that this -smoking in explanation of the end of Nixonid Presidency 

is a phoney. The evidence was all available. Most of it had been published. What was 

not was easily obtained. And what I had with ease obtained that had not been published 

remained unexposed after Nixon's tie fall in unprecedented disgrace. 



II there is to be any kind of free and representative society its institutions 

must not only work - they must work in time. 

With The Watergate they did ftet begin to work until there was no alternative. 

They never worked in time or with effeciency. All the ptotectioes of society, from 

the press to the system of justice and including the politicians, despite a few 

exemplary performances, failed and failed utterly and disasterously. 

Had this not bee the fact Nixon would not have teen =impeached. 

Had he not clung to power and corrupted and misued that power, had he not held 

all of national life in bail to his survival, there would not have been the long travail. 

The disaster to the economy timiclememiFtxievemeoetent is but ono of the =avoidable costs. 

The less visible, insidious influence on political Life is a terrible cost. 

Do the people have cause to have faith in the political system? 

Does the political record in The Weterente justify leith in the political sustem? 

When an Attorney General can commit serious crimes and escape any punishment- 

when he is in fact praised for his subversive felonies by a federal juege - eau there 

be any reason for popular trust in the workings of what is celled justice? 

Wheat the administration of justice is contorted to protect the worst crimixality 

in the natton'e history - and this Watt gste subversion of all of national life is the 

itprst of possible crime because it cut the roots of national life - is there not 

ample reason not to trust either the adeinistration. of justice or the government of 

which it is part? 

Is there reason to trust the press when it refuses to print what is not leaked 

by one with his own Akin protected by his leaking? 

When the press honors itself for investigating while refusing to investigate? 

These are only some of the grim realities that are going to have to be confronted . 

if we are to have a society bearing any resemblance to the one we thought we had. 

If these realities arc not faced and if there is no reform, there will be more 

of the creeping authoritarianism of which The Watergate is but part. 

And so, a show that the amold.elg gun was there all the time,instead of rewriting 



around the national fiction of the smoking gun., I show that it was there all the Uwe, 

that one man under considerable handcipo were able to prove it eas there all the tine, 

and that all that was new is a little more smoke. 

Nixon's release ofAugust 5, 1974 was no more than a light shining on the smoke 

that was there all the time. 

It added detail, not fact. 	 Extra space 

Before considering the exact language of the released June 23 tapes and the 
more 

significanees they hold that still again were never reported by the major media, back — 
geesisiz 

zrouitdffirtue.. celtr 
Earlier tapes had been destroyed or later were claimed not to exist. 

Nixon was not out of contact with the world outside Key Biscayne begineeng  

when those arrests were made and prior to his return to Washington late on the 

second day thereafter, dune 19. 

Nor was Nixon unaware of what his release of these tapes, with others to 

follow at the court's order, would do to those with who he had been associated. 

Or what it would require of each: defending himself or disclosing the incriminating 

truths about Nixon himself. 

Nixonhen Nf 	had reluctantly let Haldeman and Ehrlichman resign the end of 

April, 1973, he knew them both to be folons who had comeitted their felonies in his 

interest. Yet he praised them as the two bent public servants ever. Why should a 

President so commit himself, out himself for sin and against motherhood, the cardinal 

political blunder, when he knew there were felons and had to know that in time their 

guilt mould cow° out? 

Common—sense analysis, not fact, provides the answer;  he was part of their felonies. 

They were all in it together and they sank or swam together. They had him by the throat. 

This is the situation and the 2roblee Nixon never escaped. 

Only two months after Nuldeean and Ehrlichean left, the conservative coluenists 

Evans and 1Jovak (Post 7/6/73) reported the resultant i)roblee: 

"Trying to chart President Nlion's strategy for surviving Watergate, his advisers 
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ere confronting this tormenting dilemma: how can he disengage from former lieutenants 
H.R.Haldeuan and John Ehrlichmaa without daneerously antagonizing them? 

This was prior to John Eitchell's testimony before the Senate Watergate comeittoe. 

There was less worry about what Kitchell would say, and he perjured himself to defend 

his old frined and former partner, Nixon. 

"One close Nixon adviser gives this appraisal of the situation: there is no way 

Haldeman and Ehrlichnan...can avoid indictment. The President, therefore, dare not tie 
his defense to theirs. But neither dare he blame them for the scandal for fear of a 
murderous backl sh from them. He must continue to target John E. Dean III as the cover- 

up conspirator. 
The memorandum given the Senate a week ago by White House counsel Fred Buzhardt 

clearly violated that strategy by predicating the President's innocence on the Bald.- 
man-Ehrlichman defense... 

But a "knowledgeable Nixon aide" told the coluenists that Dean "never did anything 

without orders from Haldeeen and. Ehrlichinan." 

Buzhardt's memo was an attack on Dean's testimony. 

The column poses a close to impossible situation to be contended with. There 

was no way of separating Nixon xembEinelecfrom "aldewan and Ehrlichman and no way of 

of separating Dean from that pair, either. 

Once Dixon opted "the cover-up road" and the stonewalling it required rather 

than the limited "hang out" anyone but a fear-ridden paranoid of any political experience 

would have taken, thin was his problee that could in the end have no solution short of 

disaster. 

But "to target on Dean" guaranteed Dean would go to jail a villain or would have 
transcripts 

to fight back. The tapes show the cunning of the Nixon-alderen-Ehrlicheen trio in 

plottina the case against -oven. What they do not show is how a savvy elan like Dean did 

not realize from his first wrongful act, which was his first act on returning to Washington 

duties Juno 19, 1972, made him the inevitable patsy for the pair he whould have understood 

to be without scruple' One of the mysteries is why Dean, loyalist or not, did not tumble 

to the inevitability of his having to pay for the crimes he knew he was committiue. 

compared to others, Deau is heroic in The Wetergate for his detailed and accurate 

confessions. But compared to what he could have exposed, his marathon performance 



before the Watergate eommittee wasless of an exposure that it could have been We have 

seen sore illustrations. In Dean's defense there is the fact that witnesses do not 
this committee's 

testify to what they know it unwanted. The record of tiz spectacular, popular and 
pereormance, 

iwportant/dospite its defects that meant it, too, was covering up, is clear: there is 

much to chose not to go iuto. If it elected not to air what Ilean had testified to 

about the CIA, Lean oaaot be faulted for that. 

With all he Alm reuembered in elaborate detail that was rerely in error, Dean 

did not testify to what Runt's later testiaouy should have reminded him of if, indeed, 

as seems improbable, he forgot it. 

It is poesible to interpret Dealaps testimony as an effort to eve himself while 

at the same time incriminating Nixon as little as possible, focusing instead on those 

around Nixon, those xis[ from whom it turned out Nixon could not be separated from. 

Nunt claimed in court when he appealed and before The Watergate committee that 

evidence consisting of two notebooks that he needed for his defense were not returned 

to him from his White house files. From Hunt's own description of the contents of those 

notebook, the names and addresses of those with whom he worked, the only use to which 

they could be put was incriminating others and laying out in greater detail what he had 

done for Nixon. Ur, incriminating Nixon. 

What happened to these notebooks was a mystery until November 5, 1973, when 

Watergate assistant prosecutor Richard Jien Veniste told this story to Judge Sirica. 

Dean has said he out those notebooks through the paper shredded the day he 

supervised the emptying on Hunt's safe, claiming to believe they contained information 

about the Ellsberg break—in, than still unexposed. (Post 11/6/73) 

But Dean heel also testified in public to turning everything over, those secrets 

to Gray avid the rest to FBI agents. 

The Friday before this monday admission to Sirica Dean finally toldt the 

prosecution tiwev'kvztZTvtke*viener as story he hed denied only two monthe earlier, that 

these Hunt notebooks had existed. (Post 11/03) Instead he said he "found" them in 

January 1973 in a folder holding information about Nixon's tax and estate matters. 

13 
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A White Nouse spokesman told the Post "The President did not knew that the 

notebooks were in tho estate file." Ben Veniste told Sirica that while 4Jean had not 

admitted "misfiling" this aunt evidence, "it is fair to assume he put them there." (Post 11/6/73) 

This is intended to show that desperate as Nixon'd lying apeears to have been 

in looking backward and that while he had to have known the total disholesty of his 

course once he took the cover—up trial and stonewalled, Nixon also blew that he wall 

being covered by others to the degree their own situations permitted. He was not utterly 

and coupletely irrational. He knew the whole truth had not been told, he keew the 'Lunt 

bribing had worked, he knew significant secrets were being kept by those who appeared 

to be confessing all. 
expecting 

There is case after case of this. Without/it Nixon eight well not have dared 

lie from the first. The authoritarian Nixon depended upon his subordinate authoritarians. 

Another instance since forgotten and so little regarded by The Lew York Tines  

that it buried the story on page 13 (0/73) is another exposure Doan could have made. 

It was agduced from one of his little keown assistants, Hay &Jassy, in the civil suit rf-eiiS 
ftle. (NA" 	Cge-11  ire te eielibd;-ft /AA,  e4 	be d tend_ 

. Kinsey's deposition was filed in court August 2, 1973. It 

here has inporteece not only because it is evidence that all was still not haaging out 

but because of what it adds to what is ialown of ileismxixxxxxJcetsaxitiXL the kind of 
Colson 

operatioe kx really ran for Nixon, one of the reasons there was the eietrust of Colson 

when he was not with Nixon and the others and explanation of what will be seen in iket 

those dune 23 transcripts. 

The domestic spying and dirty—works Colson operations extended even to having 

other members of the White House staff ask IRS #for the names of contributors to the 

National Council of Senior Citizens." -;ven the old folks joined together to help themselves 

in their years of need were not safe from Nixon if he or Colson saw any way of leaning 

on them of those who helped them. Colson's explanation was "this outfit is giving us 

trouble." What he meant by "trouble" is asking"for higher Social Security benefits, 

national health insurance aid other legislation for the elderly."(NYTizes B/3/73) 

This was subversion to Taxon? This made old folks and those who helped then his 

"enemies?" 



Another was UoIson's pressuring of COMMOA Lause, the well-known citizens' eroupi seeking 

means of effecting honest elections. 	 einsey 
Kinsey swore to four such Colson orders./im also swore that Colson had asked Jai 

imzxlmAzizx inquiry into the reasons for "an apparent delay in granting pf tac 

tax-empt exempt status to a California Republican group." 

Getting tax-exempt status for Repiblican political croups while seeing to it that 

the legitimate tax-exempt status essential to the survival of public groups was denied 

was another of Colson's political functions for Nixon. 

Toying with IRS and bludgeoning it into forbidden acts is another set of criees. 

IRS did respond. While there were no contributions in excess of $5,000 to the 

old-folks' council, the only ones required to be reported, the IRS' "answerinz Lump 

to ler. Colson...gave figures on the °wreak -all income end expenditures for the council, 

the only figures available."(NYTimes 8/3/73) 

All we have been considering because it is the essientiel content of the 

transcripts Nixon released the and of April and of those of June 23 that fol:nw relates 

to the break-in itself, to "unt and bribing him and the bribsry he then undertook for 

Nixon, to the Cubans and related matters. However, it is important not to be led to 

believe that these are tho only crimes, the only impeachable offenses, the only acts 

and misdeed for which Nixon could have been impeached or that he had to suppress to 

remain =impeached. 

The complexity of the political and criminal operations is enormous. If all 

cannot be held in mind, that they are not as limited as the "smoklug gun" fatal 

shot tends to persuade need be kept in mind. There is virtually no aspect of govern-

ment not tainted, corrupted or subverted in Nixon'a political interest as he and his 

honchos saw this interest and virtually nothing he and they would not do, wheth_r or 

not paranoid and without need, if they perceived any need in their cone on effort to 

keep him in office aue to reorder society as they wanted it reordered. 
these 

The stark and irrefutable content of tali fatal-shot June 23 trokeeripts tend 

to obscure all else. They appear to be incredible, to recprd the impossible, but they 

are only too real and too tragic. They do require analysis because when they were 

reported much of their meaning was not reported. So before getting.  to them other 



lb 

explanations can be helpful. 

Nixon released them only because once again this potentially suicidal act was 

the least danaeroue of his alternatives. After he released them It became known that 

he expected the special prosecutor to have them and the rest of the incriminating 

evidence he did not release ix within three weeks. (Evans-Novak column, Post 9/7/74) 

Makin the ?lease himself permitted him to make some explanation, to play for a break; 

to make his confession and his criminality seems to be as little of a confession and 

other than criminal. If the attenpt failed, the choice was between making the unscu 

unsuccessful effort and running a greater risk. This had been deliberated the previous 

weekend when Nixon and a few advisers hid themselves at Camp David. 

The louse Judiciary Committee had voted to impeach Nixon. Its deliberations had 

been telecast. They wore impressive. The efforts made by the minority of pro-Nixon 

Rpublicaas had been futile, were disputatious rather than factual, an except for their 

appeal to the Nixon hardcore, had actually helped convince the people even more of the 

impossibility of Nixon innocence. 

The popular reaction to these public debates aothiee like which had even bees 

telecast before was itself close to fatal to taxon. There was little doubt that the 

full House would xxix agree with its comedtee and vote to impeach. But there would 

first be debates in the House chamber. After these added deliberations there would be 

would 
the vote that weee+y =mil have been a bill of indictment the House seat to the Senate, 

where the trial would be held. BatztkirazeamzeimayaxexcleaRemzehmexthexieuzexmmtmexexex 

What little doubt there vas that the Rouse would not vote to iapeech, that Nixon 

would be the second Preeident it ever votod to impeach and the first convicted by the 

Senate, would have ended forever if the content of these ''une 23 tapes alone - not the 

other certain incrieieatiae evidence but these so completely ccuprehensible and beyond 

explauinina away - could be over if any word of their coatent leaked out prior to or 

coinciding in time with the House vote. 

This alone reeuired Nixon to take his last great chance, to try to put the best 

possible face on the ugliness of his Presidency and thm his Watergatiae, which is to say 

his criia inal and subversive acts. 



This is *hat he had done with his late April transcripts release. It had aot 

bail fatal. He had then been able to miurecrusont their content and to get away with 
controlling 

i3,for two days o* mews coverage by first taldng to TV, then issuing a statement and 
if edited and oirrupted 

them.delaying the actual release of the actual/transcripts. 

This time, however, the Supreme Court had ruled. No Justice sided with Nixon. 

Had he tarliml dared defy the Supreme Court after th,:: Judiciary eo uittee voted 

to impeach, the vote of the full House and of the Senate to convict would have been 

inevitable and overwhelming. 

However, this desperate attempt to atop his immaldammitxgismiet 

"enemies" at the impeachment pass was potentially suicidal because of more than the 

disclosures about Nixon's guilt. It seriously jeopardized others, especially those 

alread indicted. Of these Reny, let us take a few illustrations from the sablie  
and obstructing justice only. 

Haldemau record and the chargesof nerjuryj Not all. Just a few, sect these aot from the 
conaitteest 	 a single mews story. 
latemotozametkisisztranscripts but from/ 

18 fols 



eth 11.A.den has beer aekLd to teutify about thoee "une 23 	; by the Senate's 

Aeeropriations s4committea on the CIA. he then swore, "We had only very sketchy 

knowledv of ..:hat and who were involvelli.sa. the Water,-,:ate affair. We had no re. OR 

to believe that anyone in the White louse was involved 	no reason, therefore, 
any 

to wank *cover ip kw of the Watergate inv-!stigation fro:.i the White house."(Post8/8/74) 

Llsohere ou tir: penue ape occasion he :lso swore to "no intent or de: ire to 

impede or cover up any

j 

 ano:cts of than Watergate investi ation itL:elf." (Post 8/8/74) 

:3: fors The Watuo 

 

ormaittee he swore he could not recall either tier4i!erer 

Nixon or himself discussine any problem of aay connection between "the Lexicam money" 

and the ()IA. (Post A/74) 

Yet thuy had, from this evidence that would have reached the Special Prosecutor 
• L pica icz ito.e.a urioh. in a few days kf hixon had not decided that NiXORIE Litton:et require 1 s 

They had discus:nd this ia some detail and all the fub6equeut history of Watergate 

coverinx up hinged on this discussion lialdemea denied he or Nixon emg;4ed in. 

These few illustrations, as they relate to Haldeman alone, are virtual assunance 

that Nixon guaranteed Haldeman's conviction. Of course it is also true that had Nixon 

not released these Juno 23 tapes when it hid the prosecutor would have had them anyway. 

But in releasing them when he did lam[ "ixon seriously jeopardized Lotions Haldeman was 

:aakiag in the courts and efforts by Haldeman's friends to raise a defense fund for him. 

Th_ rale:Jao hurt Heideman seriously. 

Haldeman is not alone in being hurt. Nor was there any nerd for Nixon to kogin 

staged deliveries with this fatal—shot one. 

3ecauee thism particualar day's days were certainly fatal, Nixon, je7dloss 

of 	still undisalosed contents of the other tapes, had to tackle his toughest first. 

he had to go for broke. It was then or never for hie. So he could not concern himself 

with what he thereby did to others. 

People trend to forget, especially when there is so much fact and detail as there 

was with the tapes alone, and tkey are oxl .  part of The Watergate evidence. 



There were taped conversations and otke.r taped records Prior to June 23. They were 

destroyed, they just "disappeared" or they were alleged not to have existed at all. The 

destruction of those 18 and a half minutes of the tape of Nixon's first meeting with 

Haldeman the morning of June 20,1972, which was the first tine haldeman could have 

made a full report on what the FBI had by then learned, fron the Gray memo of the day 

before, was certified by the court's experts to have been deliberate, as we have seen. 

Why destroy the June 20 tape and leave incriminating evidence of it and not destroy bud 

it those of June 23? The obvious answer is that the earlier tape was even more incririnatine. 

Only those unwilling to recognize what is the essential in any eovernnont could 

pretend any doubt that iliXOR was informed of all there was to know as eoo4as any of his 

subordinates obtained knowledge. This is the way we began, with the obvious, that Nixon 

had to have known all there was to know from the very first because of hi own knowledge 

and because all governments function that way. The head of state has to know what he 

moat know. He has to Lake or authorize the crucial decisions and no adviser AO mattr how 

close can make any independent decision when the head of state himself is endang;:red by it. 

It is not unreasonable to aesue that in those earlier conversations, reactions and 

comments and expletives deleted were less restrained, more open, more guilty and less 

subjectOto twisting in special interpretations. A listing of these that ar known when 

we exanine the dune 23 tapes that followed them will make such clear. 
ettre eArlisr hotrtr 

The June 23 tapes release presented jeopardy to others and tended to meke Nixon's 
4 

guilt or guilty involvenont in them more certain. A brief review of the history of the 

deetructiou of that part of the tape of the first Nixon-haldeean meeting after haldeman 

had a copy of the Grey recounting of what the FBI had already learned shows this. it 

also underscores the mageitude of the content of the 4unir 23 tapes and of the lying and 

perjuTias about thee. 

20 fols. 



nating avid...nee, there were renewed cenjec 

minute 4s of his une 20, 1112 tape 

e over the eestruction of 1 and, a half 

°tee "sources close ack Anderson (Post 8/12/74) 

to the prosecution" as won 	ig why kbauccwouldatalmi 	erasure of the June 20 tape 

and the disappearan 

incriminatin 

of all else relevant and nt hat of d uns 23 when it was se 

en b/20, 25tapes 

When Nixon, by then havine no real eltornative, delivere 	June 23,1972 tape in 

conforuity with the crier of the Supreme Court ant 	was foune to hold all tide crimi- 

ing this question requires two parts. First, who coulee have had the desire and 
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Nixon took the June 20 tape to Camp David with him on September 29, 1973.(Post 8/12/74) 

Steve Bull obtains: theUher 5000 tape recorder for Nixen's personal secretary, Hese 

Nary Woods, on the second day thereafter, October 1. Thu erasure was on tlds machine, 
41111•■•■■ 

according to tho court's expefts. LPost 8/12/74) Three people only had access to this 

tape, Dixon, Bull and Weeds. Assuming that there was not earlier erasure sucked by 
0- 

the repeated. dtectet erasures by this Ulcer 5000, who could have had access to the 
4 

office and the machine of the President's leng-tiae confidential secretary plus  know- 
fib++ '1 

ledge of the conts t of teert-a7;plus access to it plus emmeseedandemexemosittme 
I 

awareness of the need for this incriminating content to disappear plus the, willingness 

to risk jail for it plus se strong a desire for it to disappear? 

Originally Miss Weoes tolll the court she eight have eraeicated five minutes at most 

of this tape by accident, in an impossible exercise that became known as "Rase Mary's 

stretch." It required that she reach far to answer the phone and for all five minutes 

of that conversation contort heritboey to keep her feet on the pedal control and keep 

the Lachine running for no good reason and in the "record." mate at that. Loyalty bet 

not reasonableness. She denied under oath erasing all of it in these proceedings before 

Juige Sirica. This loaves Bull and Nixon only. 

They alone could answer and neither did. 

The tistinction is without meaning. If Bull tie it it could not be for selfish reasons 

anti it cannot be conceived. that he would engage in anything like this on his own. 

so 



There is but one man who has limitlems access to all the White house day or night, 

the president. 

And the one man who above all had reason to want what he had s' d, acknowledged, heart 

or just blurted out on hearilv what the FBI had le1244fibliat The Witergate and these 

involved. is Richard Nixon - if for no ether reason because of his prior relationship 

with Hunt and twice through Cushman with Hunt; at the time of the Bay of Figs and when 

Cushman was Deputy Director of tho CIA and Hunt was chief of Nixon's personal gestapo. 

The morning of June 20, the time of this erased tape, coincides with the first 

possible reporting to Nixon of what the FBI had already lunext learned, as the entirely 

ignored. Gray report to Haldeman contained it. This di. include Hunt and his Cubans, 
AN 

to the crime and to the co.elen past. 
A 

By late 1973 destroying; these tapes wholesale was guarantee of iupeachrient if not 
eat it 

jail. The nest that could be dared is destrouction of/1111e east ineriminatingUe. 

because this initial tape was without reasonable doubt the most incriminating, 

because Nixon and "aldonan could not have been without reaction to the danger posed by 

what the FBI had already learned and its forecast of what inevitably would follow, 

nothing could be more incriminating. 

At that moment Nixon had every reason to believe his tapes would never become known. 

Otherwise he'd have ended the taping and destroyed all the tapes that could incriminate. 

Once their existence was known, any destruction was crimirial. D...struction haw to be 

limited to the most essential evidence. ThiL: means that dauaging as was the tape of 
1/(vol 

June 23 - enonja to force hiir ut after more than two years of uniuchment - in 
his 

4,1-men's own evaluation tie J',Ire 20 tape was even more damaging to him. 



A  ..roc.' 

Were one to read of these facts is a novel in which they were not pretended to 

be realities, prior to tho Presidency of Richard kimxx Nixon it would be regarded as 

so impossible and the novel as some coumercializing of junk. 

This is not fiction, not a novel, and it is the naked truth about Nixon and his 

Presidency - a Presidency ix of the nuclear age in which h& alone had his fin,;,r on 

our button. 

It also Bee= unreal that none of this could be known without his tapes. 

Can this have been possible? 

Can the FBI amd all those Senate and houses coredttees have been doing eke.ley. 

bona fide iaveetigation without learning of a substantial amount of thin if not all? 

The available evidence says that none did learn any other way, 

However, it just is not possible that the avunted FBI did not learn enough, 

without the tapes. 

Yet no word of this kind of knowledge was over leaked, despite the large number 

of agents involved,/ in the investigation and the larger nu*ber of sources available to 

them. 

No word of anything like this was sued in any of the many courtbpromedings. 

No single indictment of the very many handed down prior to the release of the 

curie 23 tapes includes any charge based on any evidence like what it holds. 

10 single Congressman of Senator made a charge reflecting any knowledge. 

Dozens of people if not hundreds had aone knwoledge. John Dean told Nixon that 

his own offices were full of people with knowledge of the blackmail payments alone. 

Uen they have not know of other "smoking guns" - other official criminality - or of the 

speed with which Nixon was told all he did not know on his own that he had to be told 

immediately? 

From telephone operators to Secret Service agents to staff people there has to 

have beee some with some knowledge. 

Their loyalty was to Nixon the man not the country. Their silence kept him 

unimpeached. 

But it wrecked the country. 


